[Rapid and nondestructive discrimination of hybrid maize seed purity using near infrared spectroscopy].
Near infrared spectroscopy technology was applied to study rapid and nondestructive discrimination method of hybrid maize seed purity. With NongDa108 hybrid seeds and mother 178 seeds, a discrimination model for the purity of maize single seed was built by near infrared reflectance spectroscopy with distinguished partial least squares (DPLS). A total of 200 seeds including 100 hybrid seeds and 100 mother seeds were divided into two groups: calibration set (150 samples) and validation set (50 samples), and each group had same number of hybrid and mother seeds. To eliminate human errors as much as possible we used two sample cups with transmission hole diameter of 3.0 and 4.5 mm, respectively, at the bottom for spectrum acquisition. The location of sample cups and seeds were fixed during spectrum acquisition process. The result showed that the average identification rate with 3 mm transmission hole diameter was 99.82%, significantly higher than that of 4.5 mm whose average identification rate was just 90.96%. There was no significant difference among the identification rates of one replicate and two replicates spectrum on endosperm face, two replicates spectrum on embryo face and four replicates. The rates of validation set reached about 99%, slightly more than that of one replicate on embryo face. The identification rates of one spectrum and two replicates spectrum on endosperm face in calibration and validation set were 100%, with the spectral region between 4000 and 8000 cm(-1). With 3.0 mm transmission hole diameter and 4000-8000 cm(-1) spectral region, the seed purity identification rates in calibration and validation sets built up by one spectrum on endosperm face were 100%. With the increase in principal components, the identification rates in calibration set and validation set gradually increased, and when principal components reached 9, the rate in both of sets were 100%. The results have important value for rapid and nondestructive testing of hybrid maize seed purity.